This paper concerns the stability properties of skew-products T (x y) = ( f (x) g (x y)) in which ( f X ) is an ergodic map of a compact metric space X and g : X R n ! R n is continuous. We assume that the skew-product has a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre.
Introduction
In this paper we address various questions to do with the stability of dynamically invariant subspaces. An obvious and topical application of our results is in the area of chaotic synchronisation 27] and its use in communication systems 12, 19] . Consider, for example, a dynamical system which has been divided into 2 parts: In the simplest situation, synchronisation is associated with the existence of an invariant subspace in the skew product system which is stable in some sense. In this case the communications engineer has the luxury of having 2 synchronised (chaotic) oscillators{one in the transmitter and one in the receiver|which c a n beused to code and decode information.
More generally dynamically invariant subspaces often arise as a result of symmetries and in models displaying basin riddling or intermittent behaviour 4, 5, 1, 24, 25, 26, 6] . They play an organisational role and the dynamics restricted to the invariant subspace may drastically a ect the dynamics of the ambient system. Recently their behaviour under additive noise has been investigated by s e v eral researchers 11, 28, 34, 3, 9, 13] . In control theory and engineering the situation is often encountered in which the dynamics of a system restricted to an invariant subspace is an equilibrium state (synchronous coupled oscillators are a g o o d e x a m p l e ) a n d o n e i s t ypically interested in the stability of the system to perturbations (random or deterministic) out of the invariant subspace. This is certainly true in the case of chaotic synchronisation where in any realistic communications application the channel transmitting the synchronising signal, v, w ould be distorted or noisy.
To bemore speci c we shall study skew product systems of the form: T(x y) = (f(x) g (x y)) in which (f X ) is an ergodic map of a compact metric space X and g : X R n ! R n is continuous. There are two distinct situations. If the dynamics is uniformly contracting onto the invariant subspace then large excursions away from the invariant subspace cannot be induced by perturbing g deterministically or even randomly by additive noise. However, if the contraction is not uniform then arbitrarily large excursions from the invariant subspace are possible. Furthermore, attractors for the skew product system will not, in general, be continuous in the Hausdor metric as a function of the perturbation. This contrasts with the uniformly contracting situation where it is easy to show that attractors are continuous in the Hausdor metric, see for example 7, Theorem 11.1, page 111].
In the nonuniform case|where there is \contraction on average" 14, 15, 2] (that is, a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre, see Section 2 for a precise de nition)|less is known about the stability of the dynamics under additive noise. Arnold and Crauel have s h o wn the stability i n t h e w eak topology of invariant measures for such systems in the case that g(x y) is an a ne mapping 2]. In the context of chaotic synchronisation, we might suppose that continuity of the attractor is necessary to ensure that the chaotic oscillator at the transmitter and its synchronised analogue at the receiver are close, given that the communication channel introduces small distortions and weak noise. In fact we shall show that this condition is not essential.
In this paper we s h o w that if the function g of a skew product T(x y) = ( f(x) g (x y)) which has a negative maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre is perturbed to another functiong su ciently close in the Lipschitz topology then the resulting skew product T(x y) = (f(x) g(x y)) preserves the mixing properties (ergodicity, strong mixing, Bernoulliness) of T(x y) (which are those of the base transformation). Similarly if T(x y) = ( f(x) g (x y)) is perturbed by i.i.d. additive noise in the ber then the mixing properties of the base transformation are inherited by the skew-product. In these cases (and in the more general case where the noise is not assumed i.i.d. ) given > 0, if the level of perturbation is su ciently small then the orbits of the perturbed and unperturbed systems stay w i t h i n of each other except for, at most, a fraction of the time. In general, iff is a perturbed map of f, w e s a y that the orbits of the perturbed and unperturbed maps stay within of each other except for at most a fraction of the time if lim
Our work is related to that of Campbell, Davies and Stark. Stark has investigated the existence and regularity properties of invariant graphs for skew-products in the papers 32, 33] and has uncovered interesting implications of such regularity for such phenomena as strange nonchaotic attractors. In particular, we h a ve used certain results in 32, Section 5] in an essential way. Campbell and Davies 10] also have related results on the ergodic properties of attracting graphs and stability results for such graphs under deterministic perturbations. Campbell 9] considers the e ect of noise in the slaved subsystem in a skew product system and obtains (under additional assumptions) bounds on the asymptotic size of the noise in terms of the behaviour of the forcing system. In particular Theorem 3.1 removes the assumption of Campbell on the existence of an absorbing set and in addition proves continuity o f t h e invariant measure for the perturbed process in the Hutchinson metric as a function of the noise distribution. We also extend the continuity results of Arnold and Crauel 2] to the case of maps g(x y) which are not a ne. Elton 14, 15] has related results in a di erent c o n text. He considered a stationary ergodic sequence fF n g of Lipschitz maps of a metric space X into itself having almost surely a negative Lyapunov exponent (which he calls \contraction on average") and
showed that the composition F n ::: In the uniformly contracting case this is implied by 7, Theorem 6.3, page 360]. We generalise this result to the case of nonuniform contraction. We establish notation and provide some background information in section 2. The main results of this paper are stated in the theorems of section 3 and section 4. Applications to IFS are given in section 5. The proofs are given in section 6.
Background and notation
Let (M d ) be a locally compact separable metric space and let P(M) be the set of Borel probability measures on M. We l e t L(M) denote the set of real-valued continuous maps on M satisfying sup x2M j (x)j 1 a n d j (x) ; (y)j d(x y) for all x y 2 M. We will de ne the Hutchinson metric d H 
This gives the same topology on the P(M) as the weak topology. Let X bea metric space equipped with a Borel measure and suppose that f : X ! X is a continuous map ergodic with respect to . We call (f X ) a dynamical system (in this paper X will usually bea compact metric space X). Let Leb denote Lebesgue measure on R n and let Lip(R n R n ) denote the set of Lipschitz maps from R n to R n . Let g(x :) 2 Lip(R n R n ) for each x 2 X and suppose g is continuous in both variables x y and Lipschitz in y. Since (f X ) is assumed ergodic, if equation 2.4 holds then there exists such that (x) = for a.e. x 2 X. We call the maximal Lyapunov exponent in the bre (with respect to ). We w i l l s a y that the skew-product is weakly-stable if lim n!1 1 n log jjg n (x :)jj = < 0 (2.5) for a.e. x 2 X.
For each x, the family of functions fa n g de ned by a n (x) = jjg(f n x :)jj is subadditive, since a n+l (x) a n (x) + a l (x) for all n l > 0 and hence by 20, Theorem 5.4, page 38] lim n!1 1 n log jjg n (x :)jj = i n f 1 n log jjg n (x :)jj: Thus if g satis es equation 2.5 for some < 0 then given a su ciently small > 0 there exists > 0 s u c h that if d m (g(x :) g(x :)) < for a.e. x 2 X then lim n!1 1 n log jjg n (x :)jj < + < 0 for a.e. x 2 X.
As a consequence of weak-stability, given > 0 there exists a measurable function c : X ! R + such that for a.e. x 2 X, w e h a ve jjg n (x :)jj < c (x)e ( + )n for all n > 0.
We rst state a useful variant o f t h e F urstenberg-Kesten Theorem 16] due to Elton 15] .
Proposition 2.2 15, Prop 2,page 40]
(i) Let Y be a complete separable locally compact metric space. Let (F n n 0) be a stationary process on an underlying probability space ( F P ) which takes values in the space of Lipschitz maps of Y to itself. Suppose that E log + jF 0 j < 1. Then there exists a measurable function : ! R f ; 1 g (called the Lyapunov exponent) with + 2 L 1 (P ) such that 1 n log jF n :::F 1 j ! a.s.
(ii) Furthermore, if (F n ;1 < n < 1) extends (F n n 0) into the past, then for all k if (f X ) is ergodic (strong mixing, Bernoulli). Furthermore ; is attracting in the sense that for a.e. x 2 X, lim n!1 j y ; y T n (x y)j = 0 for every y 2 R n . Corollary 2.4 If (f X ) is not invertible then an easy argument shows that the conclusions of Proposition 2.3 apply to the skew product with the natural extension (h X m) of (f X ) as the base transformation instead of (f X ). There i s a measurable function : X ! R n such that ;, the graph of , is invariant under h. The graph ; (which may not be compact) is attracting and is the support of an invariant measure and is ergodic (mixing, Bernoulli) if (h H ) is ergodic (mixing, Bernoulli). It is clear that in general we cannot hope for stability of attractors ; in the Hausdor metric if the contraction in the bre is not uniform.
The structure of the invariant graph

Deterministic perturbations
Suppose that T(x y) = (f(x) g (x y)) satis es equation 2.5. We now consider the e ect of perturbing g(x :) in the metric d m . As we h a ve discussed if d m (g(x :) g(x :)) is su ciently small for a.e. x 2 X thenT (x y) := (f(x) g(x y)) also satis es equation 2.5 and hence the conclusions of Proposition 2.3 hold. We denote the invariant graph and invariant measure on the graph forT(x y) = (f(x) g(x y)) by; and~ respectively. Theorem 3.1 Suppose T(x y) = (f(x) g (x y)) satis es equation 2.5. Let > 0.
Then there exists > 0 such that if d m (g(x :) g(x :)) < for a.e. x 2 X, then for a.e. x 2 X for all y 2 R n d(T n (x y) T n (x y)) < except for at most a fraction of times n. We write the system given by equation 4.6 as G(w y) = (F (w) ĝ(w y)) where w = ( x ), F(w) = ( f x S ) i s a c o n tinuous map of the compact metric space X andĝ(w y) = g(x y) + 0 .
As a modi cation of proposition 2.3 we have the following description of the perturbed dynamics.
Corollary 4.1 (to prop 2.3) There is a function : X ! R n such that ;, the graph of , is invariant under G, ( G(w (w)) = (F (w) (F (w))). The graph ; (which may not be c ompact) is the support of an invariant measure , a n d (G ; ) is ergodic (strong mixing, Bernoulli) if (f X ) is ergodic (strong mixing, Bernoulli). Furthermore ; is attracting in the sense that for a.e. w 2 X , lim n!1 j y ; y G n (w y)j = 0 for every y 2 R n . We n o w relax the assumption that the noise process is i.i.d. or even stationary. In this context we h a ve the following result. Theorem 4.6 Suppose (x y) ! (f(x) g (x y)) satis es equation 2.5. Let > 0. Then there exists > 0 such that if max s2 jsj < then for a.e. x 2 X, for all y 2 R n , for all 2 Z d(T n (x y) G n (x y )) < except for at most a fraction of times n.
An application to IFS
We brie y give an application of these ideas to IFS. Further results related to stochastic bifurcation theory will be given in a forthcoming paper. Contraction on average implies weak-stability of the skew-product so there exists an invariant attracting set ; which has an invariant measure , and ; is the graph of a function of = f1 ::: ng Z . Thus ; has form (w (w)). Suppose now that we perturb F i toF i , i = 1 ::: n, to form the perturbed skew-productT(w y) = ( Sw F w 0 (y)). and kg m (x :)k ! 0 as m ! 1 . It also follows easily that ; attracts orbits asymptotically at an exponential rate.
Iterated Function Systems
The mixing properties of the base transformation (f X ) lift to the transformation (T ; ) when := (I d ) ;1 where I d (x) = x is the identity mapping on X. If f is not invertible then an argument i n volving the natural extension yields Corollary 2.4 with no essential modi cation to the proof, though the notation is more cumbersome. Given (f X ) w e form the natural extension (h H ) and de ne g( x y) : = g(x 0 y ) where x = ( x i ) 2 H. g( x y) i s c o n tinuous in x with respect to the d e metric and Lipschitz in y. The skew product system T( x y) : = ( h( x) g(y)) satis es equation 2.5 and the argument proceeds exactly as that given above in which f was assumed invertible.
We now continue with the proof of Theorem 3.1 under the assumption that f is invertible. Let > 0. We have already seen that for any 0 < < , for a.e. x 2 X, 9l(x) 2 N such that k n (x :)k < e n( + ) 8n l(x): A crucial observation is that n (x y) = n;1 (x g(f ;n x y)):
Thus j n (x y) ;~ n (x y)j = j n;1 (x g(f ;n x y)) ; n;1 (x g(f ;n x y)) + n;1 (x g(f ;n x y)) ;~ n;1 (x g(f ;n x y))j Now i.e. j (x);~ (x)j < . Note that this holds on a set of measure at least 1; (the measure of K(N)), so by ergodicity and the fact that ; is attracting jT n (x y) ;T n (x y)j < for all but at most a fraction of times n. Suppose now that 2 L(M), then by ergodicity a n d the fact that ; is attracting g( x y)). The same proof given above shows that if is su ciently small then for a.e. x, d(T n h ( x y) T h n ( x y)) < except for at most a fraction of times n. As a consequence of the de nition of T h and the measure this implies Theorem 3.1 in the case that (f X ) is not invertible.
To prove Corollary 4.1 note that i.i.d. additive noise in the bre will not a ect the fact that the system has a negative maximal Lyapunov e x p o n e n t in the bre when the system is written as a skew product over the dynamical system F := (f S) : 
